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WhatWhat wewe knowknow
A high A high likelihoodlikelihood of of diebackdieback presents a potential presents a potential tippingtipping pointpoint
((SchellnhuberSchellnhuber))

Models show that potential largeModels show that potential large--scale dieback of the Amazon scale dieback of the Amazon 
could have profound consequences for climate change in the 21st could have profound consequences for climate change in the 21st 
century (Cox et al. 2004)century (Cox et al. 2004)

Cycles of drought and climate variabliity is expected but difficCycles of drought and climate variabliity is expected but difficult ult 
to predict (Marengo)to predict (Marengo)

Wild fires are contributing to biodiversity erosion (Peres et alWild fires are contributing to biodiversity erosion (Peres et al))

The Amazon needs a new paradigm for innovation that is The Amazon needs a new paradigm for innovation that is 
dependent on sustainable usedependent on sustainable use–– one that is not manifest destiny, one that is not manifest destiny, 
dictated by the military, nor appendix of the market (soya bean dictated by the military, nor appendix of the market (soya bean or or 
biofuel) (Nobre)biofuel) (Nobre)
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Amazon under Amazon under increasingincreasing pressurepressure

High High deforestationdeforestation ratesrates ((ChomitzChomitz 2006)2006)
InteractionsInteractions betweenbetween changechange in land in land useuse, , 
climateclimate extremes, and extremes, and climateclimate changechange
decreasedecrease resilienceresilience of of remainingremaining forestforest
((NobreNobre))
CouldCould leadlead to to equilibriumequilibrium changechange, extreme , extreme 
loss of loss of biodiversitybiodiversity -- peoplepeople dependdepend on on 
ecosystemecosystem for for theirtheir livelihoodslivelihoods (35% (35% 
incomeincome))

CallCall for new for new governancegovernance paradigm paradigm 
for for ''wickedwicked problemsproblems''

PostPost--normal science (normal science (FuntowiczFuntowicz and and 
RavetzRavetz 1993)1993)
Complex adaptive systems: Complex adaptive systems: nonlinearity, nonlinearity, 
uncertainty, emergence, scale, and selfuncertainty, emergence, scale, and self--
organization organization 
Adaptive Adaptive governancegovernance, management and , management and 
comanagementcomanagement (Folke and (Folke and othersothers))
BuiltBuilt on on conceptconcept socialsocial--ecologicalecological
resilienceresilience ((coupledcoupled human human ecologicalecological
systems) (systems) (GundersonGunderson and and HollingHolling 2002)2002)
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ClimateClimate changechange and and resilienceresilience: : 
coupledcoupled changeschanges

From Galaz in Boyd, Galaz et al in progress

Adaptive ManagementAdaptive Management
Adaptive management coined by Adaptive management coined by HollingHolling 1970s1970s
–– GuidingGuiding principleprinciple for the interface for the interface betweenbetween society and society and 

the the biospherebiosphere

1980s Research collaboration between scientists 1980s Research collaboration between scientists 
and local communities include work in Sweden by and local communities include work in Sweden by 
Olsson and Folke (2001), US  Florida Everglades, Olsson and Folke (2001), US  Florida Everglades, 
Colombia River, New Brunswick Spruce Forest Colombia River, New Brunswick Spruce Forest 
(Walters 1986, (Walters 1986, HollingHolling and Sanderson 1996)and Sanderson 1996)

–– Uncertainty and complex problems that science is part of Uncertainty and complex problems that science is part of 
problemproblem

BerkesBerkes and Folke 1998 and Folke 1998 LinkingLinking social and social and ecologicalecological
systems.systems.
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Adaptive Adaptive ComanagementComanagement

Adaptive coAdaptive co--managementmanagement
–– llink to ink to resilienceresilience and and ecosystemsecosystems dynamicsdynamics
–– based on the Malawi 12 principles of based on the Malawi 12 principles of 

ecosystem managementecosystem management
–– BerkesBerkes, Colding, Folke 2003. , Colding, Folke 2003. Navigating social ecological Navigating social ecological 

systems: Building resilience for complexity and changesystems: Building resilience for complexity and change
–– Olsson, Olsson, BerkesBerkes, Folke 2004. Adaptive co, Folke 2004. Adaptive co--management management 

for building resilience in socialfor building resilience in social--ecological systems. ecological systems. 
Environ. Environ. ManagManag. . 3434 (1): 75(1): 75--9090

Adaptive Adaptive coco--managementmanagement
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Adaptive Adaptive governancegovernance (Folke 2005)(Folke 2005)

GovernanceGovernance

Inherent featuresInherent features
–– Science and Science and locallocal knowledgeknowledge
–– ResilienceResilience ((uncertaintyuncertainty))

Links to features of Links to features of scalescale (Dietz, Ostrom, Stern (Dietz, Ostrom, Stern 
2003) 2003) -- interplayinterplay betweenbetween global and global and locallocal issuesissues
in in governancegovernance

FocusesFocuses on the on the studystudy of of organizationsorganizations, , networksnetworks, , 
capturingcapturing incrementalincremental changechange

Adaptive Adaptive GovernanceGovernance ConditionsConditions
Build Build knowledge and understand resource and ecosystem knowledge and understand resource and ecosystem 
dynamics dynamics –– requires social incentives and capacity to monitor requires social incentives and capacity to monitor 
and translate signals;and translate signals;

Feed ecological Feed ecological knowledge into adaptive management knowledge into adaptive management 
processesprocesses, successful management includes continuous testing, , successful management includes continuous testing, 
monitoring, reevaluation rather than optimizing based on past monitoring, reevaluation rather than optimizing based on past 
records;records;

Support Support flexible institutions and multilevel governance flexible institutions and multilevel governance 
systems systems through through networksnetworks, , operationalizedoperationalized through through adaptive adaptive 
coco--management management which is adaptive management with multiple which is adaptive management with multiple 
level linkages; level linkages; 

Accept Accept uncertainty and be prepared for change and uncertainty and be prepared for change and 
surprisesurprise, institutions need to be prepared for both ecosystem , institutions need to be prepared for both ecosystem 
management changes and unpredictable changes such as climate management changes and unpredictable changes such as climate 
change (storms, hurricanes, pests, disease outbreaks);change (storms, hurricanes, pests, disease outbreaks);
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Limitations of Adaptive Limitations of Adaptive GovernanceGovernance

MachakosMachakos MiracleMiracle-- problems of idealsproblems of ideals
Adaptive Adaptive comanagementcomanagement –– exclusiveexclusive
(Plummer and (Plummer and ArmitageArmitage 2007)2007)
Lack of data on social and Lack of data on social and ecologicalecological
dynamicsdynamics
TheoryTheory on on multiscalemultiscale earlyearly daysdays (no (no 
politicalpolitical science science theorytheory for for complexcomplex
systems)systems)
Problem Problem framingframing –– who is who is culpritculprit
Networks Networks –– accountabilityaccountability issuesissues

OverviewOverview

RecapRecap of key problems of key problems facingfacing AmazonAmazon

IntroductionIntroduction to new to new governancegovernance paradigmparadigm

RelevanceRelevance and and examplesexamples from from 
AmazonAmazon

ApplicationApplication to to carboncarbon forestsforests??
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RelevanceRelevance to Amazonto Amazon
Amazon (Brazil) Amazon (Brazil) uniqueunique information information availableavailable on on 
deforestationdeforestation ((satellitesatellite images) (images) (ChomitzChomitz 2006)2006)
DeforestationDeforestation closelyclosely monitoredmonitored (roads, (roads, 
economiceconomic conditionsconditions))
MonitoringMonitoring of of selectiveselective logginglogging program (Keller)program (Keller)

PerhapsPerhaps less data and less data and knowledgeknowledge on on soilssoils and and 
physiologicalphysiological processesprocesses and and biodiversitybiodiversity
ShortShort term term economiceconomic gainsgains overridingoverriding
GovernmentGovernment capacitycapacity –– politicalpolitical willwill??

ExamplesExamples of adaptive of adaptive governancegovernance
in in AmazoniaAmazonia

SuccessfulSuccessful adaptive adaptive comanagmentcomanagment –– limitedlimited
by by locallocal politicspolitics -- howhow to to scalescale up? (up? (BerkesBerkes and and 
SeixesSeixes 2004)2004)

Network formationsNetwork formations e.ge.g. Mato . Mato GrossoGrosso (Boyd et (Boyd et 
al 2007), MAP (al 2007), MAP (PerzPerz), Terra de ), Terra de MeioMeio InitiativeInitiative
((NepstadNepstad))

PreparingPreparing for for changechange and and uncertaintyuncertainty (hybrid (hybrid 
institutions in NE Brazil) (institutions in NE Brazil) (LemosLemos))

Problem Problem framingframing –– Amazon Amazon objectiveobjective
preservationpreservation or or developmentdevelopment
–– ExtractiveExtractive reservesreserves conservationconservation objectiveobjective, lack of , lack of 

capacitycapacity, , hastehaste of of implementationimplementation (Hall)(Hall)
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OverviewOverview
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RelevanceRelevance and and examplesexamples from Amazonfrom Amazon

ApplicationApplication to to carboncarbon forestsforests??

ApplyingApplying adaptive adaptive governancegovernance to to 
carboncarbon forestsforests

Innovation, incentives, entrepreneurial Innovation, incentives, entrepreneurial 
approachapproach
Carbon market signals economic Carbon market signals economic 
importance of protecting forest areas and importance of protecting forest areas and 
other environmental services other environmental services 
Governance in carbon forests needs to Governance in carbon forests needs to 
ensure permanence, biodiversity and ensure permanence, biodiversity and 
social benefits, and governance capacitysocial benefits, and governance capacity
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ManyMany typestypes of of schemesschemes

SmallSmall--scalescale afforestationafforestation and and 
reforestationreforestation CDM CDM 
LargeLarge scalescale afforestationafforestation and and 
reforestationreforestation CDMCDM
MulticomponentMulticomponent AIJ AIJ projectsprojects
PaymentsPayments for Ecosystem Servicesfor Ecosystem Services
CompensationCompensation for for reductionreduction

Design and Design and implementationimplementation issuesissues
Scientific framingScientific framing –– what forests should be included, who what forests should be included, who 
is responsible (e.g. forest fires is responsible (e.g. forest fires –– pyromaniacs) (state, pyromaniacs) (state, 
individuals, agencies?)individuals, agencies?)
BridgingBridging natural scientists with development natural scientists with development 
community/integrationcommunity/integration
Process:Process: Monitoring and evaluation (availability of data) Monitoring and evaluation (availability of data) ––
who is going to do itwho is going to do it
Design:Design: Flexibility and adaptability Flexibility and adaptability –– how adaptable can how adaptable can 
you be when you have to mitigate carbon you be when you have to mitigate carbon –– biodiversity or biodiversity or 
social tradeoffs (when to be hierarchical or nonhierarchical)social tradeoffs (when to be hierarchical or nonhierarchical)
Ability for system to  self organize Ability for system to  self organize –– carbon forests carbon forests 
highly technical (layers and levels)highly technical (layers and levels)
Whose land Whose land –– whose trees?whose trees? We need to know more We need to know more 
about how people respond to incentives for protection about how people respond to incentives for protection 
(versus incentives for agriculture (versus incentives for agriculture –– value of being a farmer, value of being a farmer, 
resilience in growing crops, alternatives) property rights.resilience in growing crops, alternatives) property rights.
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ConclusionConclusion

Adaptive Adaptive governancegovernance is a new paradigm is a new paradigm 
that that aimsaims to to bringbring togethertogether social and social and 
ecologicalecological thinkingthinking
Adaptive Adaptive governancegovernance has has itsits limitations limitations 
butbut couldcould provideprovide importantimportant insightsinsights intointo
howhow to to proceedproceed in the Amazonin the Amazon
Elements of adaptive Elements of adaptive governancegovernance mightmight be be 
usefuluseful in designing and in designing and evaluatingevaluating
integratedintegrated carboncarbon forestsforests

SomeSome ideasideas on on lookinglooking forwardforward
PerhapsPerhaps windowwindow of of opportunityopportunity is is nownow??
WeWe needneed to to identifyidentify data data wewe havehave and and 
data that data that wewe needneed to to collectcollect
DialogueDialogue betweenbetween naturalnatural and social and social 
scientists to scientists to discussdiscuss the visions for the visions for 
amazonamazon
ScientificScientific communitycommunity to to linklink up with up with 
practionerspractioners workingworking on on collaborationcollaboration--
communitycommunity developmentdevelopment
TapTap intointo networksnetworks to to exploreexplore options for options for 
carboncarbon forestsforests and and sustainablesustainable
developmentdevelopment


